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First, Let's Talk FIRST
FIRST,  which stands for "For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and
Technology," was founded by Dean Kamen (inventor of the Segway) and Woodie
Flowers (meritus MIT professor). It is an international youth organization with the
goal to inspire science, technology, engineering, and mathematics among the
young people of the world. And under this mission, FIRST  has created these
AMAZING robotics competitions.

TALON 540 competes under FIRST's high school program (FRC), because we are...
well... high schoolers. In essence, this lets us build bigger robots for more complex
games compared to those of other programs i.e. FTC and FLL.

So how do we know what kind of robots to build?

Counting Down the Days 'Til Kickoff
Every year, the game  animation is livestreamed to FRC teams throughout the
world. Kickoff, the day the game animation is show, is when TALON 540 figures
out how we should design our robots.

This year, the game is... drum roll, please...

*cue dramatic ooh's and ahh's*

FIRST STRONGHOLD is played by two alliances of three teams each. Alliances
compete against each other to breach their opponents’ defenses, known as outer
works, and capture their tower. They score points by crossing elements of their
opponents’ outer works, scoring boulders in their opponents’ tower goals, and

http://pdf.mailerlite.com/removessl_hex/687474703a2f2f707265766965772e6d61696c65726c6974652e636f6d2f703966377035
http://www.firstinspires.org/
http://www.firstinspires.org/robotics/frc/what-is-first-robotics-competition


game animation game manual

Design Group
A

conquers 8/9
outer works (OW)
hangs like TALON
3.0
has 10" wheels,
six-wheel drive
portcullis
mechanisms
doubles as picker
upper

Design Group
B

conquers 8/9 OW
has curved,
independent
frame
has 10"
pneumatic tires,
four-wheel drive
an arm in the
front-side of bot
has a bend to lift
portcullis and
open sally gate

Design Group
C

conquers 8/9 OW
under 15" high
has pneumatic
wheels, six-wheel
drive
uses boulder
intake to scale
the castle
uses "Ruwe
ramp" to lift
portcullis

Design Group
D

Design Group
E

Design Group
F

surrounding and scaling their opponents’ tower itself.

Research, Brainstorm, Sketch, Design
TALON 540 convened at Godwin HIgh School last weekend, January 9th and 10th,
to tackle kickoff. From 8AM to 5PM, we designed, designed, discussed, and
designed some more. Below is the breakdown of designs from our eleven design
subgroups.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VqOKzoHJDjA
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_S7RvTHB7LWcFR6UkM2X3VDR0E/view?usp=sharing


conquers 9/9 OW
under 15" high
frame
has 8" six-wheel
pneumatic tank
drive with
dropped wheel for
easy turning
Lexan shield
protects e-board
TALON 3.0-esque
shooting
mechanism
with ball magnet

conquers 7/9 OW
15" high frame
has 10" wheels,
six-wheel drive
with dropped
middle wheel
climbs castle wall
with telescoping
arm
uses piston
mechanism to
hold boulder and
open sally gate

conquers 6/9 OW
scores in both
high and low
goals
has different tire
speeds for scoring
has 6" wheels,
four-wheel chain
drive with
independent
shock
suspensions
arms have 180
degrees

Design Group
G

conquers 7/9 OW
maneuvers
boulder with 10"
wide divot
uses pistons to
shoot, catapult to
move shooter up
and down
has 10" wheels,
four-wheel drive
15" hook to open
sally gate

Design Group
H

conquers 7/8 OW
uses belt with
launching wheels
to shoot boulder
has 10"
pneumatic
wheels, four-
wheel drive
curved frame with
airbag
suspensions
can lift portcullis
with a bar

Design Group
I

conquers 9/9 OW
uses claw
mechanism to
pick up and hold
boulder
has a ramp that
covers e-board
9" clearance



Design Group J
conquers 7/9 OW
can hook onto bar via
telescoping arm and climb
castle wall
gets boulder from behind
can shoot to score high goal,
push to score low goal

Design Group K
conquers 8/9 OW
has conveyor belts with three
wheels
has 8" wheels, eight-wheel tank
drive
can shoot high and low goal
can hang and scale castle wall

As you probably noticed, most of the designs created among the eleven groups
were fairly similar–which is ironic because design groups members were strictly
told not to communicate with each other about robotic designs and strategies.

Whether or not this is a sign for our final robot design is yet to be revealed. But
for now, we will continue designing, strategizing and prototyping.

A Word from the Strategy Subgroup
FRC Stronghold is one of the most complex that TALON 540 has seen in recent
years. A striking aspects of this design challenge is that the field will never be
constant. With alliances and audience members being able to choose the
defenses on the outer works, this game has introduced a large degree of
variability between matches. The strategy subgroup immediately realized that the
drive team and its chemistry would be integral to our success this year.

Strategy sought to dissect the game manual and identify any potential game-
changing loopholes. From what we’ve seen so far, this game appears to be rather
straightforward, but we will continue to search for loopholes as rules updates are
released. A few hours after the game reveal, my subgroup and I provided the rest
of the team and the leadership with a general guideline for game strategy. We
prioritized, in order of decreasing importance, crossing all, or most, of the
defenses on the outer works, scoring in the high goals, and climbing in the
endgame. If we can cross the majority of the outer works, then we can prove our
value as a team that can damage defenses and cause breaches. This will also be
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important for our robot mobility.

Overall, kickoff was a productive day for strategy, and we will look to further
weeks to begin creating a scouting guide and train the drive team.

— Goutham, Strategy Lead

Stay Tuned!
Kickoff is bound to bring tons of fun for TALON 540. We are looking forward to the
new experiences and memories we are going to make.

Subscribe to The TALON Times for more updates on our 540 adventures!
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